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ABSTRACT
This article examines the doctor’s elicitation of the patient’s presenting health concern in two 
clinical settings in the Vietnamese public hospital system: the consulting room and the ward. 
The data were taken from 66 audio-recorded consultations. Our analysis shows that the elicitors 
used by the doctor in the consulting room often communicate a weak epistemic stance towards 
the patient’s health issue, while those used in the ward tend to signal a strong epistemic stance. 
In addition, this contrast between the elicitors employed in the consulting room and the ward is 
evident in our data regardless of whether the consultation is a first visit or a same follow-up (in 
which the doctor is the same one that treated the patient on their last visit), though the contrast 
is less clear for different follow-ups (in which the doctor has not treated the patient before). 
An additional finding is that the clinical setting has some bearing on the use of inappropriate 
elicitation formats (in which the doctor opens the visit with an elicitor which is more appropriate 
for another type of visit). The precise way in which each of the consulting room and the ward 
operates is, of course, a feature of the Vietnamese public hospital system itself. Hence, the 
overall contrast between the elicitors and elicitation formats used in these two settings illustrates 
how, on a more general level, the institutional context can have an impact on doctor-patient 
communication.
Key words: Vietnamese Public Hospital System, Doctor-Patient Communication, Problem 
Elicitation, Clinical Setting, Institutional Context, Conversation Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Seeking information about the patient’s health problem is the 
doctor’s main activity in a medical encounter (Silverman, 
Kurtz & Draper, 2013), and is a critical step in generating 
successful treatment outcomes (Dyche & Swiderski, 2005; 
Robinson & Heritage, 2005). The significance of the doc-
tor’s elicitation of the patient’s concerns is evidenced by the 
fact that it tends to occur relatively early in the consultation 
(Byrne & Long, 1976): as soon as the doctor and the patient 
have greeted each other, the doctor launches directly into this 
stage of the consultation in order to establish the patient’s 
reasons for their1 visit, and to set the scene for the rest of 
the consultation. The exact way in which the doctor designs 
their information-seeking utterances can also determine how 
the patient presents their concerns in response (Robinson, 
2006). 
While several studies have looked at problem elicitation 
in doctor-patient communication from one angle or anoth-
er (Heritage & Robinson, 2006; Park, 2009; Pham, 2014; 
Robinson, 2006; White, 2011), we know of no study that 
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has been concerned specifically with examining how the 
doctor’s elicitation of the patient’s health concern might be 
shaped by the clinical setting in which this strategy is em-
ployed. The main goal of this study is to address this deficit 
within research on problem elicitation. 
Moreover, this issue is examined in the Vietnamese 
context specifically. Within research dealing with medical 
communication in general, this cultural context has so far 
attracted relatively little interest among scholars. The stud-
ies in question have been done overseas (e.g., in the USA) 
and in Vietnam.2 In the overseas context, researchers have 
looked at how patients describe their experiences with de-
pression (Fancher, Ton, Le Meyer, Ho, & Paterniti, 2010) 
and cancer screening (Nguyen, Barg, Armstrong, Holmes, 
& Hornik, 2007), and how they employ conversational con-
straints in medical interactions (Tran, 2009). Studies in Viet-
nam have explored doctor communication styles (Nguyen, 
2012), and doctors’ initiation of information-seeking moves 
(Pham, 2014). In the present study, we seek to increase 
the relatively paltry amount of research on Vietnamese 
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doctor-patient discourse in general, and, as a result, make 
scholarly coverage of this form of discourse more represen-
tative cross-culturally.
Quite apart from this dearth of research interest, the 
Vietnamese context is a suitable one in which to investigate 
problem elicitation in different clinical settings. The con-
sulting room is the first contact point for all patients once 
they go to a public hospital in Vietnam. After receiving a 
check-up, the patient is classified as an inpatient, outpatient, 
or consulting patient. A consulting patient leaves the hos-
pital, while an inpatient or outpatient moves to a different 
ward to be re-examined by a doctor there. The fact that a 
ward patient has already been examined is significant, as it 
might be expected to create some interesting contrasts in the 
doctor’s use of elicitors between the two settings of interest 
in this study. 
One feature of work on doctor-patient discourse in the 
Vietnamese cultural context worth mentioning is that lit-
tle research in this area has adopted Conversation Analy-
sis (CA) as its analytical framework (for a comprehensive 
survey of how this framework has been used in research on 
medical communication more broadly, see Gill & Roberts, 
2013). The present study is intended to fill this gap. 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON THE DOCTOR’S 
INITIATION OF THE PATIENT’S PRESENTING 
CONCERN
How the doctor designs their elicitation questions has been 
documented extensively in both Western and non-Western 
medical contexts. In the former context, Heritage and Robin-
son (2006) propose a typology of questions that doctors em-
ploy to elicit the patient’s concerns. Five question types are 
identified: (i) open questions and ones in a ‘tell me about X’ 
format (e.g., ‘Tell me about this pain you are getting’), both 
of which are used for general inquiries; (ii) closed questions 
to request (dis)confirmation related to the patient’s medical 
problems (e.g., ‘So you’re sick today, huh?’); (iii) closed ques-
tions to request (dis)confirmation regarding concrete symp-
toms (e.g., ‘You slipped and fell four weeks ago?’); (iv) ‘How 
are you?’ questions to elicit general assessments rather than 
presentations of concerns; and (v) closed questions to take the 
patient’s medical history (e.g., ‘You have any fever?’). 
In another project concerned with the doctor’s design of 
elicitation questions, Robinson (2006) identifies three differ-
ent formats: (i) open- or closed-ended questions for dealing 
with new concerns (i.e., ones presented for the first time to 
a specific doctor or clinic), (ii) open questions for eliciting 
follow-up concerns (i.e., ones already dealt with in previous 
visits, and now followed up for the sake of the ongoing man-
agement of the patient’s treatment), and (iii) open or closed 
questions for indexing chronic-routine concerns (i.e., ones 
dealt with on a regular basis). The first format communicates 
the doctor’s lack of knowledge of the patient’s health con-
cerns, while the second displays the doctor’s pre-existing 
knowledge of these problems. The third format encompasses 
both of these scenarios, as illustrated in Extract 1. This pa-
tient (P) has come for a blood pressure re-check (example 
from p. 38). 
Extract 1
3 D:3 (Eh) So what’s new.
4 (0.2)
5 P: Nuh I just came in fer thuh blood pressure reche:ck,
6 (.)
7 D: Mm [hm:, ]
8 P: [Which I] guess was hi:gh,
The elicitor “So what’s new” looks for a report of new 
concerns. The doctor (D) employs this questioning approach 
because this patient may not necessarily have come only for 
the blood-pressure check, but may be seeking treatment for 
a new concern as well. 
While the studies above deal with primary-care settings, 
White (2011) focuses on the opening elicitors used in sur-
geon-patient consultations in New Zealand. As these vis-
its take place in the surgery setting, the patients have to be 
referred by another general practitioner (GP) or specialist. 
This creates two distinctive formats for the opening elicitor: 
‘in your own words’ elicitors and referral-based elicitors. In 
addition, like the primary-care doctors in Heritage and Rob-
inson (2006) and Robinson (2006), the surgeons in White’s 
study used open problem presentations, ‘How are you?’ 
questions, and follow-up elicitors. Extract 2 exemplifies a 
referral-based elicitor (example from p. 102).
Extract 2
1 SG:  °i’m doctor jess abbott i’m [(one of the breast sur-
geons?) ]°
2 P:    [< hi i’m stacy¿ > ]
3 SG: °i’ll just flip that round so i can sit and talk
4  to you¿° (0.9) ↑n:o:w your g p’s written us a letter 
to say
5 you’ve noticed a problem with yuh breast.
6 P: . oh ·yeah ·the ·uhm: (0.2) right breast’s uh (.) nip-
ple’s
7 inverted_
8 SG: mhm
The surgeon (SG) alludes to a letter from the patient’s 
GP in order to initiate the problem presentation (lines 3-5). 
White states that this kind of elicitor leads the patient to agree 
with the surgeon, plus encourages the patient to present their 
health concern without the need for further elicitation. 
Other studies have been done in the non-Western con-
text. Park (2009) observed different patterns of opening 
elicitor in his large project on the grammar and social or-
ganisation of actions in the Korean primary-care setting. 
Park found that the format ‘(name of patient) + topic mark-
er’ recurred in three visit types (i.e., first, follow-up, and 
routine visits). Other formats included (i) ‘Where does it 
hurt?’ and ‘Why did you come in?’ for first visits; (ii) ‘How 
are you feeling?’ and ‘Other’ (e.g. a summary of a past vis-
it) for follow-ups; and (iii) ‘You need X, right?’, ‘Other’ 
(e.g. ‘Did you eat breakfast today?/How are you feeling?’), 
and ‘No solicitation’ for routine visits. Pham (2014) inves-
tigated Vietnamese physicians’ initial moves to elicit the 
patient’s presentation of their concerns in first visits. Us-
ing a pragmatic approach to analysing the discourse in her 
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study, she discovered that the four most frequent patterns 
of physician elicitor were (i) directly asking about the pa-
tient’s pain/illness (e.g., ‘How is the pain?/What is the ill-
ness?’); (ii) asking about the patient’s health issue (e.g., 
‘What is the matter/problem?); (iii) asking what brought 
the patient in, or why the patient came in (e.g., ‘Why did 
you come (for an examination)?’); and (iv) asking how 
they can help (e.g., ‘How can I help (you)?’). Pham con-
cludes that the physician’s choice of information-seeking 
act is culturally and linguistically bound. That is, physi-
cians often presuppose that patients meet them to address 
biomedical concerns only, so they tend to formulate their 
information-seeking moves accordingly. At the same time, 
the Vietnamese patients in her study did not tend to offer 
clarification directly even when their concerns were psy-
chosocial. This may have had an adverse effect on the doc-
tor’s ability to elicit the full spectrum of information and 
provide optimal treatment. 
This review has shown that doctors utilise a variety of 
elicitors in initiating the patient’s problem presentation. 
More particularly, in each of Park (2009) and Robinson 
(2006), there is some association between the type of elici-
tor used by the doctor on one hand and the visit type on the 
other. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has 
explored the possibility that this choice might also depend 
on the clinical setting. In the present study, we aim to rem-
edy this research deficit by comparing the doctor’s elicita-
tion of the patient’s presenting concerns in two primary-care 
settings within the Vietnamese public hospital system: the 
consulting room and the ward. 
DATA AND METHOD
The data was taken from 66 consultations involving 15 gen-
eral practitioners and 66 of their adult consulting patients, 
inpatients, and outpatients at the Consultation and General 
Practice Units of two public hospitals in Vietnam. The data 
were collected between June and August, 2016. Ethical clear-
ance for the study was granted by the University of Southern 
Queensland. The transcription notation used in this study is 
derived from Jefferson (2004), except that one symbol (i.e., 
the hash (#) sign) has been added to enclose the swallowed 
utterance or part thereof. Conversation Analysis is adopted 
as our framework for examining the consultations. In this 
study, we do not discuss all the visits in our data, but only 
use ones that contain clear examples of the phenomena be-
ing discussed. Because it is not compulsory for the patient 
to make an appointment in this hospital system, the patient 
is allocated to a doctor who happens to be available. Their 
follow-up visit thus could be with the same doctor as their 
previous visit, or with a different doctor. For this reason, 
the visits in our data fell into three categories (see Table 1): 
first visit, follow-up visit with the same doctor (SF), and fol-
low-up visit with a different doctor (DF). 
ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyse representative examples of prob-
lem elicitation in the consulting room and the ward. Within 
each setting, the three kinds of visit (i.e., first visit, SF, and 
DF) are dealt with in turn.
Consulting Room 
As the consulting room is the first point of contact for the 
patient when they enter the hospital, the doctors at the 
consulting room receive first-time patients and follow-up 
ones. 
First visits
The elicitation of new concerns occurs in a first visit, when 
the doctor meets a new patient. This patient either has come 
to the current hospital for the first time, or has been to this 
hospital before. In the latter case, they present their new con-
cerns for the first time either to the same doctor (i.e., one 
they have met before) or to a different doctor. In other words, 
they have not discussed their health concern with a medical 
professional in that hospital before. Consider Extract 3. This 
encounter is between doctor Hoang and patient Mi. Mi has 
been suffering from physical weakness lately, and her face is 
covered in pimples.
Extract 3
1 D:→  rồi: (.) con	 khai	 bệnh #đi#= 
con ↑đau:: răng?
  ok offspring4 tell concern PRT 
offspring trouble what
  ‘OK. Tell me about your health concerns. What 
seems to be the trouble?’5
2 P:  u:::m	 (0.9)	 dạ	 (.)	 con	bữa+ni=6con	
hay
  mmm HON offspring lately o f f -
spring usually
3 người	 hay	 suy+nhược	 a¿	 (0.2)
 body usually weak PRT
 ‘I’ve been feeling physically weak lately’
4  lại	 là	 con	 sợ	 oco:::no (1.0) 
u::h (0.2)
  and COP offspring worry  
offspring uh
5  về	 (.)	 ↑tự+nhiên	 cái	  
mặt	 con
  about for+some+reason CLA face o f f -
spring
6  tự+nhiên	 nổi-	 (.)	 mụ-	 mụn	
(cứng)	 luôn,
  for+some+reason  break+out pimple lots 
PRT
  ‘and I’m worried because, for some reason, my 
face’s broken out in lots of pimples’
Table 1. Inventory of visit types occurring in the 
consulting room and the ward
Visit types First
(N=35)
DF
(N=22)
SF
(N=9)
Consulting room (N=28) 13 11 4
Ward (N=38) 22 11 5
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Right at the outset of the consultation, Hoang uses the 
appositional beginning (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974) 
rồi: (‘OK’) as a turn-entry device to project two general-in-
quiry questions (Heritage & Robinson, 2006) consecutive-
ly. This initiates the problem presentation (line 1). The first 
question, con	 khai	 bệnh	 đi= (‘Tell me about your health 
concerns’), is latched (marked by ‘=’ in the transcription) 
to the second question, con	đau	răng? (‘What seems to be 
the trouble?’). Both questions are general in the sense that 
Hoang has little knowledge of Mi’s concern. This makes 
Mi’s description of her problem a relevant response. These 
questions invite Mi to present her concern immediately, for-
mulate Hoang’s agnostic stance vis-à-vis the precise nature 
of Mi’s medical condition, and license her presentation of 
her concern in her own words (Heritage & Robinson, 2006). 
Although Hoang’s two general-inquiry questions both 
aim to elicit Mi’s major concern, it is worth noting that the 
first one seems more general than the second, as it allows 
her to voice multiple concerns she may be experiencing. The 
word khai (‘tell’) implies that Mi should disclose all the in-
formation related to her health issues, regardless of whether 
they are minor or major, or biomedical or psychological. The 
second general question (containing the word đau (‘trou-
ble’)), by contrast, exclusively indexes the symptoms, and 
invites Mi to identify one specific biomedical ailment. 
Hoang’s deployment of these two information-seeking in-
quiries can be interpreted in two ways: either he is chaining 
two questions in one turn, or his second question is a self-ini-
tiated repair within the same turn-constructional unit (Sche-
gloff, Jefferson & Sacks, 1977). The first interpretation seems 
implausible, as Hoang rushes through (Schegloff, 1982; 
symbolised by ‘=’) the first inquiry with a clipped sound at 
the particle #đi#. In so doing, he voices the second question 
without creating a slot for Mi’s response. The absence of this 
slot violates the rules for turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974). In 
addition, both questions have a roughly similar focus on Mi’s 
concern, which suggests that Hoang is trying to paraphrase 
his previous inquiry in order to be understood more easily. 
Mi’s fully-endorsed lay diagnosis of her ailment (Pomerantz, 
2002), suy	nhược (‘physically weak’), followed by her men-
tion of her symptom (i.e., pimples), seem more compatible 
with the second interpretation than the first one. In short, the 
second question at line 1 is more likely to be a self-initiated 
repair than part of a question chain. 
Though general-inquiry questions encourage the patient 
to present their health issue in their own terms, some of them 
also constrain the patient’s presentation, as seen in Extract 4. 
Patient Phong has had her ailment treated before at another 
health centre, but this is the first time she has come to this 
hospital (not shown). After the greeting, doctor Quynh com-
mences the information-seeking stage with a general-inquiry 
question which communicates her lack of prior knowledge 
of the patient’s concern.
Extract 4
1 D:→  dạ	 rồ:i	 (.)	 giừ	 chị	 ĐAU	
cái	 chỗ+↑mô	 chị
  HON well now older+sister prob-
lem PRT where older+sister
2 đi	 khá:m	 ri	 [chị	 ↑Pho::ng? ]
  go examination PRT older+sister Phong
  ‘Well. What problem has brought you here, Phong?’
3 P:  [ođâ:::y nì:o ] (0.7)
  this PRT
  ‘This’
4 đây	 nì::
  this PRT
  ‘This’ ((the patient points to her arm))
Although ostensibly a general-inquiry question, Quynh’s 
question (lines 1-2) is not general at all, as it elicits a specific 
piece of information: the location of the pain. With strong 
emphasis on the word ĐAU (‘problem’), Quynh’s question 
embeds a presupposition that Phong has a biomedical rather 
than a psychological concern. Therefore, in presenting her 
health condition, she has no option but to point out the phys-
ical pain site to Quynh. 
Let us examine how Phong does this. In response to 
Quynh’s question, Phong makes an early start in her descrip-
tion (line 3), before the actual completion of Quynh’s turn, 
in order to pinpoint the location of her pain. Although the 
particle ri (line 2) marks a place of possible syntactic com-
pletion (Sacks et al., 1974) and meaning completion, it is 
produced with level, not rising, intonation. As Vietnamese 
interrogation is marked by very high rising intonation (Luu, 
2010), Quynh’s level intonation here signals that her turn 
will be extended through further additions. However, Phong 
anticipates that Quynh will complete her meaning soon, and 
that she should join the talk at an appropriate transition-rel-
evance place (Sacks et al., 1974). Quynh’s further talk past 
the anticipated completion point (i.e., chị	Phong, ‘Phong’) 
generates a transitional overlap onset of a tag-positioned ad-
dress term (Jefferson, 1973). But this terminal overlap also 
runs the risk of impairing Quynh’s ability to hear Phong’s 
turn, as evidenced by Quynh’s silence of 0.7 seconds, af-
ter which Phong has to repeat her response (line 4). Since 
Quynh’s question constrains Phong’s answer to the location 
of the pain, Phong uses the deictic phrase đây	nì (‘this’) to 
mark this site. Needless to say, this minimal answer does not 
convey the pain status adequately: Quynh also needs to carry 
out a physical examination and ask further questions before 
she can grasp the whole situation. 
Same follow-up visits
In the view of Robinson (2006), the doctor’s method of elic-
iting follow-up concerns aims to (i) expose their own knowl-
edge of a specific concern; (ii) look for an evaluation of, or 
an update on, a specific concern; and (iii) claim their prior 
knowledge of the concern in question. For this reason, doc-
tors often ask patients to assess their own health recovery 
or present any new concerns. However, SFs in the consult-
ing room are somewhat different from those in the ward in 
terms of the doctor’s medical responsibilities. A doctor in the 
consulting room does not monitor the patient’s health prog-
ress on a daily basis. Rather, their main duty is to receive all 
patients as soon as they enter the hospital, perform medical 
examinations, and then classify them as inpatients, outpa-
tients, and consulting patients so that they can be referred 
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to specific units. The doctor may examine the same patient 
when they come to the hospital for a follow-up; however, 
other doctors attend the patient during that hospitalisation. 
Therefore, their knowledge of the patient may not be as great 
as that of a doctor in the ward. 
Extract 5 is an interaction between doctor Nam and pa-
tient Huong. Huong has had disc herniation in her spine for 
a long period.
Extract 5
1 D:  rồ:i	 (.)	 đợt	 ni	 chị	 vô	
cũng	 đau	 lại
  so period this o l d e r + s i s t e r  
hospitalise also problem again
2 vù:::::ng	 (0.6)	 cũ	 nớ	 ha:?
 part same that INT 
  ‘So, you’re seeking treatment for the same problem 
again?’
3  (0.5)
4 P: dạ:::
 yes
 ‘Yes’
5  (0.2)
6 D: vùng	 lưng	 đây	 ↑hí:?
 part back this PRT
 ‘It’s in this part of your back?’
7 P:  #hắn#	 có	 ĐAU	 (.)	 có	 giảm	
(0.2)	 #như	 rứa#	 bác	 nã¿
  it PST pain PST better like 
that doctor PRT
 ‘The pain’s somewhat better, doctor’
8  (0.2)
9 D: dạ rồ:::i 
 HON OK
 ‘OK’
The visit opens with Nam’s gloss-for-confirmation ques-
tion (lines 1-2), which makes Huong’s response an immedi-
ately relevant next action. Nam’s question is delivered with 
a long sound stretch on the word vù:::::ng (‘part’) and a 
0.6-second pause in mid-turn; both of these behaviours pre-
sumably express Nam’s difficulties in recalling the patient’s 
previous concern. His failure to recall it precisely leads him 
to adopt a general-but-safe word cũ (‘same’) in initiating the 
problem presentation. This turns out to be a good solution, 
as it receives a conforming answer from Huong (line 4). It 
is not until this point that Nam launches a third-turn repair 
(Schegloff, 1997) that substitutes the concern’s name for 
the word	 cũ (‘same’) through another declarative question 
(line 6). In response, Huong volunteers a general assessment 
of her pain (line 7).
In this consultation, Nam’s information-seeking acts 
exhibit his prior knowledge of Huong’s recurrent concern. 
Syntactically, each of his two questions (lines 1-2, 6) is 
designed in the form of a declarative with a B-event. This 
strategy favours a ‘yes’ response (Boyd & Heritage, 2006), 
an indicator of a strong epistemic stance. Furthermore, such 
lexical items as lại (‘again’), cũ (‘same’), and nớ (demon-
strative ‘that’) indicate that Nam has dealt with this concern 
before. Hence, we know that this is a SF. Nevertheless, Nam 
does not elicit Huong’s assessment of her recovery—a basic 
step in a follow-up visit (Cordella, 2004)—to see if the pre-
vious treatment method has worked or not. It can be inferred 
that Nam has neither attended, nor given any treatment to, 
Huong during her previous hospitalisation. Rather, he only 
performed a brief examination in her last visit, and then re-
ferred Huong to another doctor in the wards. 
While Nam’s information-seeking approach is quite 
characteristic of a SF in the consulting room, this is not true 
of the approach taken in Extract 6, in which Quynh’s elicita-
tion is more appropriate for a first visit. Trang is a consulting 
patient who came to this hospital for treatment of chronic 
pain six months ago. On that occasion, she bought some tra-
ditional medicine to take at home. Now she has come back 
for a follow-up check to buy more of this type of medication. 
Extract 6
1 D:  O	 Ma:i	 Thu	 Trang	 hi?	 (0.4)	
O ↑Trang,	 (0.2)	 rứa	 O	
   aunt Mai Thu Trang INT aunt 
Trang PRT aunt
2   đau ↑chi:	 mà O 
tới khá:m+bệnh ↑ri:?
  trouble what COP aunt come 
  hospital PRT
   ‘You’re Mai Thu Trang? What brings you to hospi-
tal, Trang?’
3  (1.4)
4 P: đa:o	 rứa	 đa:o	 tro::::ng		(0.3)	
	 	 toàn	 thân	 luôn	 (0.4)
  pain COP pain inside throughout 
  body PRT
  ‘I have pain throughout my body’
5  móng+ta:i	 móng+chân	 gì:	 là-	
	 	 (.)	 tróc	 h(h)ết	 (0.6)
  fingernail toenail all COP  
  come+off PRT
  ‘My fingernails and toenails have all come off’
6  >cái	 khớp	 #này#	 là	 coai+như	
	 	 đa:o	 hết	 rồi¿<
  CLA joint this COP look ache 
  all PERF
  ‘These joints have been aching for ages’ 
7  (0.2)
8 D: dạ::
  OK
  ‘OK’
  ((94 lines deleted))
102 D: dạ:::	 (0.2)	 co:n	 cũng	 có	 	
	 điều+trị	 cho	 O	 rồi 
  yes offspring also PST ex 
  amine for aunt PERF
103 con	 biết	 mà,
  offspring know PRT
  ‘Yes, I’m with you, as I’ve examined you before’
As can be seen in lines 1-2, doctor Quynh initiates the 
problem presentation as if Trang’s problem were new, and 
with no indication that Trang has been treated for this issue 
previously. The question marker đau chi (‘what (trouble)’) 
exposes her minimal knowledge of Trang’s concern, and so 
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implies that Trang’s ensuing information will be new to her. 
In the same vein, Trang produces a three-part list (Jeffer-
son, 1990) of current concerns (lines 4-6) as if this were her 
first meeting with Quynh. The pain in her fingernails, toe-
nails, and especially her joints is a long-standing problem, 
and was probably raised with the doctor during her last visit 
(as it is chronic). However, Trang’s presentation shows no 
indication that these concerns have been voiced before. The 
conversation continues with the history-taking and examina-
tion of Trang’s main concern (i.e., patellofemoral arthritis; 
not shown). It is not until Quynh admits that she examined 
Trang for the same concern before (lines 102-103) that the 
visit type becomes clear. 
This section has presented two SFs in the consulting 
rooms of two different hospitals. The two doctors involved 
have initiated the problem presentation differently. The first 
consultation (Extract 5) exhibits the usual pattern found in 
a same follow-up visit in the consulting room, whereas the 
second (Extract 6) gives the impression that the visit is new. 
Let us consider some possible reasons why the doctor ini-
tiated the problem presentation in this manner in the latter 
extract. The doctors in the consulting rooms have to deal 
with a large number of patients every day, and they exam-
ine each patient once only. Outpatients or inpatients will re-
turn for follow-up treatment in hospital after a short period, 
but consulting patients do not follow a specific timeframe: 
they return anytime they feel it is necessary. For instance, 
patient Trang in Extract 6 has returned after six months. This 
long hiatus likely made it difficult for Quynh to recall the 
patient’s previous concern. In addition, Vietnamese patients 
sometimes neglect to bring their medical record with them 
when they come for a check-up. This means the doctor has 
no record to refer to prior to the consultation. 
Different follow-up visits
Although DFs are labelled as ‘follow-ups’, the patient and 
the current doctor have not met each other before to deal 
with the current concern.7 In this type of follow-up, the doc-
tor thus has to look at the patient’s medical record, so that 
some doctors communicate with their patients as if this type 
of follow-up were a first visit.
Extract 7 is an interaction between doctor Nam and pa-
tient Tam. This is Tam’s third treatment course at this hos-
pital.
Extract 7
1 D:  ông ↑Tam à= >ông đ ã  
điều+trị	ở+đây 
   grandpa Tam PRT grandpa PST treat-
ment here
2  ↑hai	 đợt	 rồi	 há¿<
  two course PERF INT
   ‘You’ve undergone two courses of treatment here 
before, Tam?’
3  (0.2) 
4 P: dạ::
  yes
  ‘Yes’
5 D: đợt	 ↑trước	 đau	 chi	 ông?
  visit last problem what grandpa
  ‘What was the problem on your last visit?’
6  (0.2) 
7 P: dạ=	 thoái+hóa+↑khớp	
  HON osteoarthritis
  ‘Osteoarthritis’ 
8  (0.2)
9 D: à:
  oh
  ‘Oh’
10 P: dạ
  yes
  ‘Yes’
11 D:  đợt	 ni	 vô	 lại	 cũng	 bị::	
(0.4) time this hospitalise again 
also suffer
12  >đau	 [chỗ	 đó	 luôn<? ]
  problem part that PRT 
   ‘You’re seeking treatment for the same problem 
again?’ 
13 P:  [(dạ)	 hắn	 hắn	 hắn	 ] ↑có	
đỡ	 rồi	 chừ [vô:: ]
   yes it somewhat better PERF 
now hospitalise
  ‘Yes, it’s somewhat better, and now-’ 
14 D:  [hà: ]
   oh 
  ‘Oh’
15  (0.6)
16 P: (cho-)	 >đợt	 ni	 mần+răng<	 (0.3)
  for course this how
17	 	 điều+trị	cho	 ↑lèng	 luôn
  treatment so+that recover PRT
   ‘I want another course of treatment so that I can 
recover completely’
18 D: rồi::
  OK
  ‘I see’  
Judging from his B-event question in lines 1-2, Nam read 
Tam’s medical record before the consultation. First of all, 
Nam’s turn design uses an alternative question with the in-
terrogative particle há (line 2) to express a strong epistemic 
stance towards the concern in question (Ngo, 1999). In ad-
dition, Nam’s use of the numerical indicator hai	đợt (‘two 
courses of treatment’), instead of the one course that would 
be more usual in a follow-up visit, tells us that he has read 
the patient’s record. Tam’s conforming answer treats Nam’s 
prior knowledge as correct (line 4).
Nam proceeds with a non-alternative question at line 5 
to elicit Tam’s last concern. This question seems to contrast 
with his previous one (lines 1-2) in terms of its epistemic 
stance towards Tam’s concern. It implies that Nam either 
did not read the medical record (only reading a slip of paper 
given to him by the nurse in charge of Tam’s record), or 
is posing an examining question (Athanasiadou, 1991) to 
test whether Tam can name his ailment. The latter possibil-
ity turns out to be wrong, based on Nam’s uptake (line 9) 
of Tam’s answer (line 7). The stretched à:-preface (line 9) 
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here indicates that Tam’s information is new to him. Over-
all, this question design also demonstrates that Nam did not 
examine Tam on his last two visits, which in turn makes 
this a DF.
In response to Tam’s presentation (line 7), Nam begins 
to elicit the current concern (lines 11-12). He launches his 
elicitation with a 0.4-second pause in the middle, then rushes 
through (symbolised by ‘><’) to indicate the continuity of 
talk. His declarative question in lines 11-12 is institution-
ally appropriate for follow-up visits, given that follow-ups 
monitor the previous concern for the sake of managing the 
treatment on an ongoing basis (Cordella, 2004). Tam re-
sponds with the aligned answer ‘yes’. This is followed by 
an expansion which gives a general rationale for his current 
hospitalisation (lines 13, 16-17). 
Ward
As mentioned in Section 1, after their meeting in the consult-
ing room is over, an inpatient or outpatient is transferred di-
rectly to the ward, where other doctors examine them again 
and monitor their problem for a period of three weeks. Each 
patient receives attention from a doctor, a nurse, and a hospi-
tal orderly during their hospitalisation, but the doctor is held 
fully accountable for the patient’s recovery.
First visits
Extract 8 illustrates doctor Si’s elicitation in a first visit with 
patient Trinh in the ward. Si uses a history-taking question 
(Heritage & Robinson, 2006) to open the business of the vis-
it. 
Extract 8
1 D:→  chừ	 em	 ĐA:U	 chỗ+mô	lànhiều?
  now younger+brother hurt where COP 
much
 ‘Where does it hurt the most?’
2 (0.2)
3 P:  bị	 đau	 cổ	 ni	 với	 nơi	
lư::ng	 là	 nhiều	 (0.2)
  suffer hurt neck this with at 
back COP much
 ‘My neck and back hurt the most’8
4 lưng	 nhiề::u+nhất
 back most
 ‘My back hurts more’9
Si elicits the location of the pain (arrowed) with an orien-
tation to a concrete, current symptom (Robinson & Heritage, 
2005). As patient Trinh’s concern has already been docu-
mented by another doctor before this visit, Si has presum-
ably retrieved it from his medical record. Accordingly, Si’s 
question is launched with a strong epistemic stance. He uses 
the word ĐA:U (‘hurt’), which expresses certainty that Trinh 
is suffering from physical pain. The word nhiều (‘much’ in 
the gloss, but ‘most’ in the translation) denotes that Trinh 
has pain in at least two parts of his body, one of which is 
more painful than the other(s). In referring to two body parts 
(i.e., the neck and the back), Trinh confirms Si’s presuppo-
sition as valid and correct. Although the question at line 1 
communicates the fact that Si has some pre-existing knowl-
edge of Trinh’s concern, it invites him to describe the pain de 
novo, thus positioning Si as a relatively unknown recipient 
(Heritage & Robinson, 2006). 
As Trinh has been referred by another health profession-
al, Si’s question is formulated more like a history-taking 
question than a problem-presentation one. He already has 
some details of Trinh’s major concern from the referral let-
ter, which establishes mutual understanding of the patient 
and achieves alignment not only between the patient and 
the attending doctor, but also between these two participants 
and the referring doctor (White, 2011). He now only wish-
es to establish the location of the most painful area. How-
ever, even though Si already has the necessary information 
about Trinh’s health, and even though Trinh knows that Si 
already has this information, Si projects his question like a 
problem-presentation question (rather than a history-taking 
question), plus Trinh responds as if it were a problem-pre-
sentation question (rather than a history-taking question). Si 
thus designs his question as if he were dealing with a fol-
low-up concern rather than a new one, as this approach re-
veals his foreknowledge of Trinh’s health problem. 
In another interaction with patient Nhu in Extract 9, Si 
again frames a history-taking question to initiate the problem 
presentation. However, this question has a narrower scope 
than the one in Extract 8. 
Extract 9
1 D:→	HAI	 #cái#	 khớp+gối	 ch:::-	 (.)	
đau	 ↑răng?	 (.)
 two CLA kneecap pain how
 ‘How are your kneecaps?’
2 nhức	 ↑trong	 a?
 irritated inside INT
 ‘Irritated inside?’
3 (1.1)
4 P:  bị-	 bị-	 bị	 có-	 (.)	 có	
DỊCH	 nữa,
  get produce fluid as+well
 ‘And they’ve been producing fluid as well’
5 (0.3)
6 D: à::
 oh
 ‘Oh’
7 P:  <em	 coai	 nơi	 cái	 phi:m	 với	
cái>
  younger+brother look PRT CLA x-ray 
with CLA
8 siêu+âm	a	 tề
 ultrasound PRT PRT
 ‘ Please10 have a look at the X-ray and the ultra-
sound result’
9 D: orồio
 OK
 ‘OK’
Si projects a single turn consisting of two turn-con-
struction units (TCUs) to elicit the main concern: the first 
TCU is a general-inquiry elicitor and the second is a symp-
tom-for-confirmation elicitor (Heritage & Robinson, 2006). 
The first one (line 1) is projected with a deletion (ch:::-), 
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which was likely intended to be chừ (‘now’), followed by 
a micro pause, and then with further talk to complete the 
turn. The second TCU (line 2) has stress on nhức (‘irritat-
ed’, symbolised by underlining). This turn is syntactically 
a declarative, but produced with an upward-intoned ending 
(Luu, 2010), an indicator of Vietnamese interrogation. The 
declarative component formulates a ‘B-event’ (i.e., informa-
tion known to B (the addressee), but not to A (the addressor); 
Labov & Fanshel, 1977). 
Let us consider Si’s two-TCU turn at lines 1-2. At first 
glance, it seems that Si is chaining two questions in one 
turn here; in fact, he is doing a self-initiated repair in order 
to fine-tune his turn. This involves aborting the previous 
question and producing a new one, on the basis that the 
first question is more general and may fail to elicit accurate 
information. The presence of this repair is evidenced by a 
very short pause between the two questions with no slot 
available for Nhu’s response, and the absence of a response 
to the first question from Nhu. Additionally, both questions 
address the same issue (i.e., Nhu’s kneecaps). Declara-
tive questions are strongly polarised in both positive and 
negative directions; thus, the second question, which con-
tains the leading word nhức (‘irritated’) is polarised in the 
positive direction in order to invite a preferred next action 
(Pomerantz, 1984). 
Nhu’s response demonstrates that she is addressing 
the second question. Though her stuttered answer (line 4) 
is a nonconforming response (Raymond, 2003) to the sec-
ond question, which contains neither a ‘yes’ nor a ‘no’, it 
appends another piece of problem-indicative information 
(Nishizaka, 2011) to the second rather than the first ques-
tion. The word nữa (‘as well’) means that something has 
been added to the previous opinion (i.e, Si’s word nhức 
(‘irritated’)). Si receipts Nhu’s presentation with a marked 
confirmation à-preface (line 6) in order to flag a change in 
his locally current state of information (Heritage, 1984). As 
it is produced in a stretched-out fashion, à indicates that Si 
has just received Nhu’s information, and thus registers that 
her concern is new. His change-of-state token then invites 
Nhu to expand her talk (lines 7-8) in order to justify her folk 
diagnosis, có	dịch (‘They’ve been producing fluid’) at line 4.
Si’s question (lines 1-2) is shaped by a preceding interac-
tion (Heritage & Robinson, 2006), which, in this case, is the 
patient’s consultation with another doctor in the consulting 
room. It embodies Si’s claim to some prior knowledge of 
Nhu’s concern (i.e., pain in the kneecaps) before the con-
sultation. This question design conforms to the conversation 
norm of “not to tell things already known” (Terasaki, 2004, 
p. 178). However, Si seems unsure of the severity of the 
pain, and thus seeks confirmation of the symptom (in the 
second TCU; line 2). Through this question, Si also obtains 
further details (i.e., there is fluid on Nhu’s kneecaps) from 
the information she proffers. Overall, Si’s questions bypass 
the problem presentation, and set up an agenda for Nhu’s re-
sponse which revolves exclusively around the problem with 
her kneecaps. These questions thus sharply constrain her an-
swers. In short, Si frames the questions as if he had seen Nhu 
before, and as if this were a follow-up visit. 
Same follow-up visits
As the doctors in the wards monitored the patient’s health 
status on a daily basis during their previous hospitalisation, 
the key information they need to elicit in the present visit is 
related to assessing the patient’s recovery since they left the 
hospital. This is exemplified in Extract 10. Patient Tu has 
undergone a three-week course of treatment before for the 
same concern (i.e., back and leg pain). 
Extract 10
1 D:  dạ	 ↑rồi	 (.)	 có	 đỡ:	 #không#	
↑ô:ng?	 (0.2)
  HON so PRT better INT grandpa
2  mấy	 tuần	 về	 nhà	 có	 đỡ	
↑không?
  several week at home PRT ease 
INT
  ‘So, has it got better? Has it got better during the 
several weeks you’ve been at home?’
3 P: 	đỡ:	 (.)	 đượ:c	 (0.2)	 có::>sá:	
u+mươi	phần+trăm<
 better get about sixty percent
  ‘Yes, it has. I’m back to about sixty percent of nor-
mal’
Yen starts the consultation with an appositional begin-
ning, dạ rồi (‘so’). This is followed by an alternative ques-
tion (line 1) that seeks a minimal answer concerning Tu’s 
evaluation of his previous problem. However, after only 0.2 
seconds, Yen quickly makes a self-initiated repair by in-
serting a relative temporal specification, mấy	tuần (‘several 
weeks’), and a location, về	nhà (‘at home’), into the unit of 
talk (line 2). The repaired question, which specifies the dura-
tion and location of the recovery period, encourages a much 
clearer and more detailed response from Tu. In doing this, 
Yen is adhering to the principle of recipient design11 (Sacks 
et al., 1974). Moreover, the use of an alternative question 
with the pair of words có	…	không sets a restricted action 
agenda requiring a response of either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. 
There is evidence that Extract 10 is a SF. Firstly, even 
though Yen curtails the subject of her question, Tu can un-
derstand what she is referring to (through his answer at 
line 3). Notice the ellipsis of the subject of đỡ (‘better’) in 
lines 1-2.12 Ellipsis is commonly used to connect the current 
turn of talk with its prior turn (Drew, 2013), yet there is no 
turn preceding Yen’s question. Rather, this subject ellipsis 
implies an assumption that both interlocutors are talking 
about Tu’s pain, and that Yen’s knowledge of this concern 
is shared by Tu. Secondly, the word đỡ (‘better’; lines 1-2) 
presupposes that Tu has not only had something wrong with 
his health, but also received some type of treatment during 
his previous visit. Thirdly, Yen understands that Tu had not 
fully recovered when he was discharged from the hospital 
last time. Lastly, Yen’s phrase mấy	tuần	về	nhà (‘the several 
weeks you’ve been at home’) reveals that she has kept an 
exact record of Tu’s leaving date, which is officially issued 
in writing by the attending doctor. In brief, Yen’s verbal re-
sources thus demonstrate that she took care of Tu during his 
last hospitalisation. 
In line with Yen’s questioning, Tu also strategically for-
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mulates his turn (line 3) to present himself as a follow-up 
patient. The first piece of evidence is that, despite the use 
of subject ellipsis in both turns, Yen and Tu can implicit-
ly understand what they are talking about (i.e., Tu’s pain). 
Another piece of evidence is his adoption of the word đỡ 
(‘back’), which shares the same interactional action as in 
Yen’s discourse. The word đỡ, followed by a micro pause, 
can be metaphorically interpreted as vâng,	 đỡ	 (‘Yes, it’s 
back’), a so-called marked confirmation (Stivers, 2011). 
However, Tu does not complete his turn at	 đỡ, but rushes 
through to extend it to được	có	sáu	mươi	phần	trăm (‘back 
to about sixty percent of normal’) after a possibly complete 
TCU has been generated. This expansion gives the incorrect 
impression that đỡ (‘back’) is part of the whole turn đỡ	được	
có	sáu	mươi	phần	trăm (‘I’m back to about sixty percent of 
normal’), and that Tu’s TCU is a nonconforming response 
to Yen’s alternative question (which seeks only a ‘yes’ or 
‘no’ answer). Tu’s additional unit of talk, which makes an 
approximate numerical assessment of the pain, is another 
plausible explanation for his follow-up concern. 
While doctor Yen in Extract 10 elicits a recovery assess-
ment, doctor Lam in Extract 11 summarises the patient’s 
concerns from his last visit. 
Extract 11
1 D: ↑ô:::ng
 grandpa
 ‘You’
2 P: dạ:::
 yes
 ‘Yes’
3 (0.2)
4 D: vờ:::-	 (0.2)	 trước	 vô	 này-	 (0.7)
 uh previous  hospitalise PRT
5 à::::	 (.)	 >đau	 cái	 lưng	 nà:y,<
 uh ache CLA back PRT
 ‘Your previous concern was backache’
6 (0.3)
7 P: vâ::ng
 yes
 ‘Yes’
8 (1.1)
9 D: rồ:i ↑chi	 nữa	 ông	 hè::?	 (0.6)
 and what else grandpa PRT
 ‘And what else?’
10 [>đau	 kí	 lưng< ]
 ache CLA back
 ‘Backache’
11 P:  [trướ::c	 là	 	 ]	 vô:	 (.)	
đau	 kí	 lư:ng
  previous COP hospitalise ache CLA 
back
  ‘I had a backache during my previous hospitalisa-
tion’
12 (0.3)
13 D: ↑ừ:::	 (0.2) [ví	 à:- ]
 mmm and uh
 ‘Mmm, and’
14 P:  [#mà#	 chừ]	 #hắn#	 TÊ: (2.0)
  but now it numb
 ‘But it’s numb now’
15 [kí	 chưn	 tê: ]
 CLA leg numb
 ‘My leg’s numb’
16 D: [#mà#	 chừ::	 là	 #hắn# ] tê:
 but now COP it numb
 ‘But it’s numb now’
17 (0.8)
18 P:  chừ	 #hắn#	 qua-	 qua- (0.3)	 qua	
TÊ:
 now it become numb
 ‘Now it’s become numb’
19 (0.3)
20 D: dạ:::
 OK
 ‘I see’
21 (0.7)
22 P: mà	 giừ::	 cái	 lư:ng	 ĐỠ::
 but now CLA back better
 ‘But my back’s better now’
23 (0.4)
24 D: à:::	 (.)	 cái	 lưng	 đỡ:¿
 oh CLA back better
 ‘Oh, your back’s better’
25 P: odạ:o
 yes
 ‘Yes’
  ((40 lines deleted - the patient takes the medication 
and the doctor assesses the previous concern))
66 D:	 	rứa	 chừ:	 à-	 (.)	 đợt	 ni 
ông	 vô	 ông
  so today uh period t h i s  
grandpa hospitalise grandpa
67 m-	 mong+muốn	 điều+trị	cái+↑chi:?
 wish treatment what
 ‘So what’s your main concern today?’
68 (0.3)
69 P: mong+muốn	 à:	 (.)	 cái	 chưn
 want uh CLA leg
 ‘I want some treatment for my leg’
  ((8 lines deleted - they talk about Sinh’s leg, which 
is not the focus of discussion in this extract))
77 P: lưng	 cũng	 châm	 bổ+túc	 #nữ:a#
 back also acupuncture extra PRT
 ‘My back also needs extra acupuncture’
Lam starts the consultation abruptly, without any greet-
ing or seeking of personal details. He neither elicits Sinh’s 
assessment of his health nor establishes the reason for his 
return. Rather, he reviews Sinh’s previous concern (i.e., 
backache) in the form of a declarative (lines 4-5) and, after a 
1.1-second silence, asks about other previous concerns that 
he cannot remember (line 9). The declarative turn (lines 4-5) 
expresses a very strong epistemic stance toward Sinh’s prob-
lem. It supports the claim that Lam has monitored Sinh’s 
health quite well, and so this is a SF. Lam’s questioning turn 
(line 9) presupposes that Sinh had at least two concerns on 
his last visit, and that Lam is trying to identify the remaining 
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one. However, Sinh’s response (line 11), delivered in a de-
layed manner after 0.6 seconds, foreshadows a non-aligned 
stance against the action pursued by Lam’s question. This 
non-answer response resists the question by challenging its 
assumption and relevance (Lindström, 2009). In fact, Sinh 
does not provide the information sought by the question, but 
produces a full repeat to confirm the propositional content of 
Lam’s description at lines 4-5 (Schegloff, 1997), as well as 
insist on his epistemic primacy prior to volunteering the new 
concern (lines 14-15).
Exploiting Lam’s reviewing question, Sinh then intro-
duces his new concern (i.e., numbness in his leg) without 
Lam needing to elicit it. This concern is mentioned three 
times consecutively (lines 14-15, 18). The first one (line 
14) serves as an announcement to provide good grounds for 
his follow-up visit. However, it fails to obtain any feedback 
from Lam after a lengthy silence of 2 seconds (line 14). This 
lack of feedback can be interpreted in two ways. First, as 
this turn is produced in terminally overlapping talk (Jeffer-
son, 1984) with Lam’s previous one, this overlap might be 
impairing Lam’s ability to hear the beginning of Sinh’s turn, 
even though only the appositional beginning mà	chừ (‘but 
… now’) is overlapped. Alternatively, hắn (‘it’) might be re-
ferring anaphorically to lưng (‘back’), not cataphorically to 
chưn (‘leg’). Therefore, Sinh partially repeats his prior turn 
with an emphasis on chưn	tê (‘My leg’s numb’) to specify 
which part of his body is numb (line 15). Lam acknowledges 
this by supplying another repetition (line 16) in the form of 
a declarative question. In response, Sinh makes a full repeat 
for the third time (line 18) as a means of asserting agency 
or authority over the proposition (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010). 
In lines 26 to 65 (not shown), the conversation veers back 
to Sinh’s previous concern (i.e., backache) without touching 
upon the numbness in his leg. Realising that Sinh’s back-
ache has subsided, Lam begins to elicit his main concern 
(lines 66-67). On the face of it, this information-seeking act 
indicates that this is not a follow-up visit, as Sinh’s current 
problem (i.e., the numbness in his leg) differs from the pre-
vious one (i.e., backache). Nevertheless, as the consultation 
develops, Sinh reveals that his back needs extra acupuncture 
(line 77). 
In short, in SFs in the ward, the doctors tend to establish 
themselves as an insider towards the patient’s health con-
cern. This is indicated by the fact that their discourse largely 
focuses on the patient’s assessment of their health after a spe-
cific point in time, and on the task of eliciting new concerns. 
Different follow-up visits
Extract 12 is an encounter between doctor Chu and patient 
Sang in the ward. Sang has just finished one course of treat-
ment and has now returned for a follow-up. 
Extract 12
1 D:  mệ:-	 Sang	 đau	 chi	 mà	
vô+việ:n	 ri	 mệ	 ↑Sa::ng?
  grandma  Sang trouble what that 
hospitalise PRT grandma  Sang
 ‘What brings you to hospital, Sang?’
2 (0.5)
3 P:  dạ:::	 (.)	 #hắ::n#	 đau	 (0.2)	 tê	
ha:::i	 (0.2)	 cái	 chin	 mà 
  HON it painful numb two CLA 
leg and
4  đau	 hai	 #cái#	 đầu+gú:i	 ni	
[quá	 luôn ]
  painful two CLA knee these really 
PRT
  ‘My legs are numb and painful, and both knees are 
really painful too’
5 D:  [đau	 hai	 đầu]+gú:i	 n h i ề u 	
↑quá:?
 painful two knee much really
 ‘Both knees are really painful?’
Right at the outset of the consultation, Chu displays his 
lack of knowledge of Sang’s medical history with a gener-
al-inquiry question (line 1). The question marker đau chi 
(‘what (trouble)’) encourages Sang to present something 
new to Chu. By the same token, Sang’s two concerns related 
to her legs and knees (lines 3-4) are disclosed as if they were 
unknown to Chu. Hence, this exchange gives the impression 
that it is a first visit. 
DISCUSSION 
According to Robinson (2006), the question format that the 
doctor uses to solicit the patient’s presenting health problem 
conveys the doctor’s understanding of the patient’s reasons 
for seeking medical treatment. This understanding is ex-
pressed, at least in part, in terms of the epistemic stance that 
the doctor assumes vis-à-vis the patient’s problem. As shown 
in Section 4, this stance varies with the clinical setting-at 
least, for first visits and SFs. In the consulting room, some 
doctors display a lack of familiarity with the patient’s con-
cern in first visits (Extracts 3, 4), while, in SFs, they might 
not indicate that they have monitored the patient’s health in 
their previous hospitalisation (Extracts 5, 6). Indeed, some 
doctors even show a complete absence of knowledge of the 
patient’s concern (Extract 6). This contrasts with the situ-
ation in the ward. In first visits, the doctors in this setting 
might express pre-existing knowledge of this issue (Extracts 
8, 9). In SFs, the doctor may communicate a proper under-
standing of the patient’s situation by eliciting a recovery as-
sessment (e.g., Extract 10), or by summarising the problem 
from the previous consultation (e.g., Extract 11). As far as 
first visits and SFs are concerned, then, the essential differ-
ence between the elicitation strategies used in the consulting 
room and the ward is that, respectively, the doctor express-
es a weak and strong epistemic stance towards the patient’s 
problem. 
However, in DFs, the difference between these two clin-
ical settings is not as clear, as the approach to problem elic-
itation employed in this type of visit depends on how much 
the doctor knows about the patient’s medical history (if any-
thing at all). Thus, the doctor in Extract 7 understands that 
the patient is in hospital for a follow-up visit, but he does not 
seem to know about the patient’s previous health concern, 
while it is likely that the doctor in Extract 12 has not read the 
patient’s medical record before the consultation. 
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An additional finding is that the clinical setting has some 
bearing on the use of inappropriate elicitation formats in 
our data. In the consulting room, the doctor may open a fol-
low-up visit using a question designed for eliciting a new 
concern instead (Extract 6). Notably, this particular case oc-
curs in a SF, in which the doctor tends not to monitor the 
patient’s progress on a regular basis. It sometimes happens 
that a new-concern design is used in a follow-up in the ward 
as well (Extract 12). This mostly occurs in DFs, and is again 
plausibly attributable to the fact that the patient’s recovery 
is not monitored regularly in this type of consultation. The 
opposite situation can also arise in this clinical setting: some 
questions in first visits in the ward are launched in a man-
ner more appropriate for a follow-up (Extracts 8, 9). This 
is explicable when we consider that patients in this setting 
have been referred by a doctor in the consulting room (see 
Section 1), and that the attending doctor is therefore likely to 
have gleaned some knowledge of the patient’s health status 
from their medical record. 
CONCLUSION
This study has highlighted differences between the elicitors 
utilised by doctors in the consulting room and the ward in the 
Vietnamese context. Specifically, doctors in the consulting 
room often use elicitors that convey a weak epistemic stance 
vis-à-vis the patient’s presenting concern, while those in the 
ward tend to use elicitors that express a strong epistemic 
stance. In addition, this contrast is present in our data re-
gardless of whether the consultation is a first visit or a same 
follow-up, though it is less clear for different follow-ups. 
In addition, we have shown that the clinical setting plays 
a role in determining the incidence of inappropriate elicita-
tion formats in medical consultations. The precise manner in 
which each of the consulting room and the ward operates is, 
of course, a feature of the Vietnamese public hospital system 
itself. Hence, the overall contrast between the elicitors and 
elicitation formats employed in these two settings illustrates 
how, on a more general level, the institutional context can 
have an effect on doctor-patient communication.
Our findings also have implications for the provision of 
medical care in this system in the ward setting especially. 
Given that the doctor’s initiation of the problem presentation 
shapes the patient’s disclosure of their main concerns, which 
in turn influences the trajectory of the consultation thereafter, 
it is crucial that the doctor acquire a thorough understanding 
of the patient’s health concern from multiple sources (e.g., 
the patient’s medical record, or information from nurses) be-
fore they attempt to elicit the patient’s health issue. Equipped 
with sufficient knowledge of this issue, the doctor will then 
be more likely to employ an appropriate elicitor, and this 
may save them time and energy. The use of an appropriate 
elicitor might also be expected to trigger the patient’s disclo-
sure of the exact information that the doctor requires. 
ENDNOTES
1 Throughout this paper, we use the gender-neutral pro-
noun ‘they/their etc..’
2 The doctors in the overseas studies were English 
speakers, not Vietnamese ones, so the consultations 
were in English.
3 We use the following abbreviations in the interlinear 
glosses: CLA - classifier; COP - copula; HON - hon-
orific; INT - interrogative; PERF - perfect aspect; PRT 
- particle; PST - past tense. 
4 The hierarchical structure of Vietnamese society is evi-
dent in a wide range of kinship terms used for address-
ing and referring to others. In employing these terms, 
the speaker counts the addressee as a relative or family 
member (Tran, 2006), regardless of whether they are re-
lated or not (Ho, 1997). The selection of kinship term 
in a given set of circumstances is conditioned by the 
age, marital status, social class, degree of intimacy, and 
gender of each interlocutor, and also by local customs 
(Huynh, 1989). Needless to say, these general observa-
tions apply more specifically to medical consultations 
too. In this type of communication, kinship terms are 
utilised by interlocutors to show respect towards each 
other and maintain positive face (Tran, 2013).
5 In morphosyntactic terms, there are significant diver-
gences between Vietnamese and English (Nguyen, 2009). 
Our main consideration in the translations is to strike a 
compromise between the naturalness of the English on 
one hand and faithfulness to the original on the other. 
For the sake of clarity, we also occasionally include some 
information that is left implicit in the original.
6 We use a plus (+) sign to join together two words in the 
Vietnamese transcription or the interlinear morpheme 
gloss. 
7 In other words, the patient was examined by a different 
doctor on their previous visit.
8 The patients in our corpus often repeat the content of the 
doctor’s question in full as a token of respect.
9 The patient probably meant to say nhiều	hơn (‘more’) 
instead of nhiều	 nhất (‘most’) in comparing the two 
body parts. For the sake of clarity, the free translation 
reflects the (likely) intended rather than actual meaning. 
10 To express politeness in imperatives, instead of using 
xin vui lòng (‘please’), Vietnamese speakers may pref-
ace their utterance with an address term. Our inclusion 
of ‘please’ in the free translation reflects the use of the 
address term em (‘younger brother’) with this force.
11 The principle of recipient design refers to the “multitude 
of respects in which the talk by a party in a conversation 
is constructed or designed in ways which display an ori-
entation and sensitivity to the particular other(s) who are 
the co-participants” (Sacks et al., 1974, p. 727).
12 As subject ellipsis is not natural in this case in English, 
we have rendered the ellipsed subject using the referen-
tial pronoun “it”.
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